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Tri pod stands are popular in areas
where trees might be scarce or when
a hunter wants to see above thick
brush. The Big Dog Tripod comes in
10, 12, 14 and 16 foot models and is
designed for a single hunter. The
padded 18 x 14-1/2 inch seat swivels.

If someone were to ask, I’d have to say my passion for
bowhunting exceeds my passion for spring turkey
hunting but not by much. Short of torrential down-

pours, I hardly miss a day hunting turkeys during the
spring gobbler season. I consider myself to be extremely
fortunate because I have permission to hunt them on over
1,000 acres of private ground in both New York and
Pennsylvania and have easy access to nearly 6,000 acres of
state land as well. 

Some turkey hunters like to put up a blind, set up some
decoys and wait for a tom to walk by, but not me. I’m always
on the go and as a result, I cover a lot of ground when hunt-
ing. This year in my woodland strolls I was amazed at the
number of ladder treestands I discovered still in place more
than five months after the final day of deer season. 

I found a total of  nine ladder stands scattered over sev-
eral miles of hill tops, in marshy areas and in the hard-
woods and, it was clear to me their use by hunters was on
the increase. This past season I never saw a newly con-
structed wooden treestand and it soon became obvious
many hunters were turning to the safety and convenience
these ladder stands provide. As I looked up at one I could-
n’t help thinking, “no nails to rust through, no boards to
crack, no repairs to make every year and more mobility.”
No wonder they seem to be appearing like mushrooms. 

When it comes to my hunting gear, I’ve always felt less
is better. I don’t have an ATV to cart my equipment around
the woods which means I have to pack in my treestand and
climbing devices whenever I find a place I want to hunt. As
a result, all my treestands up to this point are lightweight
hang-on or climbing models. Personally, I’ve never had a
use for a ladder stand but it quickly became clear to me this
was not the case as far as other hunters are concerned. 

On the negative side, ladder stands are bulky, heavy,
cumbersome, and once in place, their owners are likely to
leave them there even when storing them in the off season
would extend their life-span. In addition, they are harder to
conceal than a portable treestand. On the positive side they
are safe, sturdy, easy to climb, comfortable and roomy.
Some even have room for another hunter, an important
consideration for someone who wants to hunt with a
youngster or companion. In addition, most ladder stands
feature a large platform, comfortable shooting and side
rails, and more overall comfort than a climbing treestand.
With all their positive features, it’s no wonder I ran into so
many of them this past spring. 

Along with the increased use of ladder stands, hunters
are increasing their use of another type of hunting plat-
form, the tripod stand. In many parts of the country, vast
areas of flatland are the norm and there are no trees to sup-
port other types of stands. It’s here tripod stands excel. I’ve
often encountered areas I’d love to hunt only to be deterred
by vegetation or the lack of a suitable ambush tree.
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Sometimes the area I want to hunt is
in a hedgerow near a large cornfield
where I suspect deer cross on their
way to feed or it’s along a trail
snaking through thick clumps of
multiflora rose canes. In these situa-
tions a tripod stand is the perfect
solution. 

Tripod stands give hunters the
elevated view they need where they
want it and when they want it
because they stand alone, making
them versatile as well as practical.
Regardless of the problem in getting
above the spot you want, today’s
treestand manufacturers are likely to
have a solution that will allow
hunters to hunt areas they once
thought impossible. Let’s take a look
at the latest in ladder and tripod
stands and see why some of them
may be just the ticket for customers
in your area. 

Summit
Summit has always been known

for their high quality climbing and
hang-on stands and its ladder and
tripods stands are no exception.
Summit ladder stands are designed
to eliminate the “wobble factor”
associated with some stands of this
type. This means they won’t shake or
wobble when the wind blows or
when a hunter is climbing up or
down the ladder. Summit ladder
stands don’t require a stabilizer bar to
make them sturdy and wobble free
because they are constructed of extra
heavy thick gauge steel with wide,
welded ladder rungs and sturdy hand
rails. 

The Single Shot Ladder Stand
features an extra thick camouflage
padded seat, comfortable arm rests
and spacious 23x42 inch platform
which means a hunter can wait all
day for that buck of a lifetime. It
comes with a full backrest that
attaches directly to the frame. The
platform is 18 feet off the ground and
the all steel stand weighs 90 pounds. 

The Single Shot Magnum comes
with all the quality features of the
Single Shot but offers 50 percent
more room for bigger hunters or for
those who just appreciate some extra
room for themselves and their gear.
The frame is the same as the Single

Shot but the platform and camou-
flage padded seat are larger. Hunters
will also like the armrests that make
this stand a one-man sitting suite. At
110 pounds, the Magnum weighs
slightly more than the Single Shot. 

Summit’s Double Barrel Ladder
Stand allows two hunters to share a
stand without worry. The Double
Barrel is built with the same quality
materials and to the same standards
as other Summit stands which means
it is a secure, comfortable platform
for two. The super-wide, bench style
seat features thick, 2 inch padding
and is designed to comfortably sup-
port two hunters for an extended
period of time. At 18 feet, this stand
assures hunters they will be above
the scent line of just about any pass-
ing deer. 

Heavy brush poses no problem
for Summit’s Deluxe Tripod stand
because it stands an impressive ten
feet over thick brush or sparse vege-
tation. This stand is constructed from
heavy steel and is powder coated to
resist rust and to stand up to the ele-
ments. It offers a spacious steel mesh
platform, integral ladder, comfort-
able swivel seat that allows a 60
degree view of the hunting area and
camouflage railing pads. Hunters will
appreciate how easy this stand is to
assemble in the field. For more infor-
mation on these or any Summit
products contact the firm at: (256)
353-0634.

Gorilla
Gorilla is continually searching

for and implementing new features
on their products and have come up
with innovations such as XPE Zero-G
seats, thermoplastic polymer bush-
ings and washers on contact points,
and the new innovative Traxion slip-
resistant coating on stand platforms.
All the ladder stands in their product
line are designed for extreme com-
fort and performance regardless of
the environment. In 2010 Gorilla
introduced its Expedition HX line of
treestands that feature a sturdy all-
welded lightweight design and the
new Black Traxion anti-slip coating. 

For those customers looking for
strength, comfort and space, the all
steel King Expedition HX Ladder is

the one to show them. The King
Expedition features a contour
designed comfort mesh seat that flips
up and out of the way when more
shooting room is needed and it has
padded high density foam armrests.
This stand will support a total weight
of 300 pounds and measures 16 feet
from the ground to the shooting rail. 

The King Kong Expedition HX 2-
Person Ladder Stand is designed for
extreme comfort and performance in
any environment. Two extra large
cushioned seats provide excellent

Summit’s Single Shot Ladder Stand fea-
tures extra-heavy thick gauge steel and
does not require a stabilizer bar to prevent
movement. All Summit ladder stands are
offered in Realtree AP camouflage.
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comfort while a mesh backrest pro-
vides additional comfort. A U-
Bracket system offers secure support
at each ladder connection point with
four ratchet straps to ensure a rock
solid hookup to the tree. The gener-
ous 44x14 inch platform floor pro-
vides plenty of room to move around
to get that perfect shot. 

Hunters needing to sneak into
their hunting area will appreciate
how both the seat and platform on
Gorilla’s 20 foot High-N-Tight Ladder
stand fold up and lock in place. This
makes it extremely quiet when mov-
ing it through the woods and they
will appreciate how the stand’s slim
profile parallels the tree trunk for
increased cover. Three stabilizer bars
and U-Brackets at each ladder con-
nection provide outstanding support
while the six ratchet straps ensure an
uncompromising hookup to just
about any tree. The large, 16x10 inch
XPE Dual Density foam seat flips up
and out of the way when a hunter
needs a little extra room while grab-
handle armrests provide extra sup-

port and safety when entering or
leaving the platform. The High-N-
Tight weighs just 60 pounds and sup-
ports a 300 pound weight. 

Larger framed hunters will love
the extra wide top section of Gorilla’s
Big Fella Ladder Stand because it is
designed to provide all day comfort
and plenty of room for big guys to
maneuver for a shot. The all welded
steel construction, U-Bracket system
and five ratchet straps ensure the
stand will not move or weave while a
hunter is in it. Padded high density
foam armrests add comfort while the
water resistant XPE Zero G seat with
its closed cell structure is engineered
to deliver incredible comfort on all
day hunts. At 20 feet, this stand is
plenty high enough to get above the
radar of just about any passing deer.

The extra large 20x16-1/2 inch
Comfort Mesh contoured seat of
Gorilla’s King Expedition stand
means a hunter can spend all day on
watch in comfort. The seat even flips
up and out of the way to optimize
shooting opportunities. The stabiliz-
er bar has a sound dampening ten-
sion system that eliminates noise
while four ratchet straps provide
exceptional stability. A folding foot
rest and removable padded high den-
sity foam shooting rail add addition-

al comfort. The King Expedition
weighs only 65 pounds and supports
a weight of 300 pounds. For further
information on these or any of the
other Gorilla products contact the
firm at: (810) 733-6360.

Big Dog  
Big Dog Treestands is a relative

newcomer to the treestand industry
but it has quickly grown to be one of
the largest treestand manufacturers
in the business. Big Dog currently
offers sixteen models of ladder
stands and five different tripod mod-
els. 

With its unique “S” shaped
climbing steps, the 16 foot Boxer
Ladder treestand offers hunters a
padded seat and generous 17-
3/4x22-3/4 inch foot platform while
padded arm rests allow them to
remain on watch for extended peri-
ods. 

At 22 feet, the Lancer Extreme
provides hunters with a 25x23 inch
non-skid raised steel mesh foot plat-

The King Expedition HX Ladder Stand by
Gorilla is fitted with a stabilizer bar and
sound dampening tension system to elimi-
nate noise. Four ratchet straps provide
excellent stability and the 20 x 16-1/2 inch
Comfort Mesh seat flips up when extra
room is needed. A folding foot rest and
padded armrests complete the package.
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The 20 foot High-N-Tight from Gorilla is
trimmed in Mossy Oak Treestand camo and
is designed for stealth. Hunters will appreci-
ate the stand’s slim profile that parallels the
tree and provides increased cover.
Convenient and safe “Step Outs” and grab
handle armrests provide extra support and
allow a hunter to enter the platform safely.
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form while the padded backrest, arm
rests, shooting rail and seat cushion
ensure all day comfort. The Lancer
Extreme is TMA approved and has a
300 pound load rating. 

The Big Bud Two Man Ladder
Stand is available in 15 foot and 17
foot models. Both offer hunters iden-
tical features such as a large 40x12-
3/4 inch foot and seat platform,
padded seat cushion, padded flip-up
shooting rail and two Fall Arrest
Systems. The 15 foot Big Bud weighs
73 pounds while the 17 foot model is
5 pounds heavier. Both have a weight
capacity of 500 pounds making them
ideal for larger hunters or for hunting
with a companion. 

The Red Tick II and Red Tick III
Two Man Ladder Stands feature a
generous 40x30-1/4 inch full access
foot platform and a wide, 38-3/4x11-
1/2 inch flip-up padded seat with
padded backrest cushion. They
attach to the tree with two looped
ratchet straps and have an adjustable
ladder support bar. The Red Tick III
differs from the Red Tick II in that it
offers hunters a dual rail ladder con-
struction. Both have a 500 pound
weight capacity.

For those hunters wanting the
ultimate in room, safety and comfort,

the Big Dog Stadium Series XL and
Deluxe XL 17-1/2 Foot Ladder Stands
might be just what they are looking
for. The XL Two Man model offers a
curved 53-1/2x19-1/2 inch foot plat-
form and a curved 36x15 inch
padded seat with padded back cush-
ion. The pinned ladder sections are
secured to the tree with four ratchet
straps and an adjustable ladder sup-
port bar. The XL weighs 106-1/2
pounds and will support a weight of
500 pounds. Two Fall Arrest Systems
are included. 

The Stadium Deluxe XL model
has a larger 65x32 inch platform than
the XL model and like the XL it fea-
tures a 26-1/2x13 inch padded seat
and backrest. Padded armrests and
shooting rails ensure comfort as well
as stealth. It too secures to the tree
with four ratchet straps and an
adjustable ladder support bar. A sin-
gle Fall Arrest System is included. 

For those hunters needing or

wanting a free-standing ladder stand
to hunt open areas, the Big Dog 16
foot Tripod or 12 foot Quad Pod may
be the answer. The Tripod is designed
for a single hunter and offers a gener-
ous 37x37 inch steel mesh platform
and a comfortable 18x14-1/2 padded
swivel seat. Available options include
10, 12 and 14 foot models making
this stand adaptable to almost any
hunting conditions. 

The 12 foot Quad Pod comes in
only one height but is designed for
two man hunting. It has a roomy 57-
1/2 inch square non-skid raised steel
mesh platform, wide 38x13 inch
padded seat and two padded, flip-up
backrests. The ladder sections are
pinned together for additional secu-
rity and safety. Contact Big Dog at
(309) 263-6800 for additional infor-
mation. 

Ameristep
The portable folding design and

lightweight aluminum frame of the Z
Lounge Ladder Stand gives hunters
the ability to set up quickly in any
location. The Advanced Truss
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The newly designed Summit Deluxe
Tripod is solid and stable. This ten foot
stand has a 350 pound weight limit and
features over 1,700 square inches of plat-
form space. The seat swivels completely
around making it easy to survey the
entire hunting area. The wide base and
extra cross bracing makes for a solid plat-
form.

Big Dog’s Big Bud Two-Man Ladder Stand
comes in a 15 foot or 17 foot model. Both
feature pinned and sleeved ladder sections
and an adjustable ladder support bar.
Both have a 500 pound weight capacity
and come with two fall arrest systems.
They weigh just 73 and 78 pounds respec-
tively.
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Technology System ensures safe use
on most trees with various diameters
and even those leaning at odd angles.
The Z Lounge offers a comfortable
sling seat and padded adjustable
shooting rail. The platform measures
13-1/4x20-3/4 inches while the seat
is a comfortable 12-1/2x20 inches.
This stand weighs only 50 pounds
which means one man can carry it on
his back. Despite its light weight, the
Z Lounge has a maximum weight rat-
ing of 300 pounds. 

Ameristep teamed up with
Michael Waddell and together they
developed the Bone Collector ladder
stand. This innovative stand incorpo-
rates a patent pending Truss
Technology System replacing the tra-
ditional stabilizer bar system found
on most other ladder stands. The
Truss Technology System eliminates
stand shifting and game spooking
noise while allowing hunters to place

the stand in locations that previously
might have been impossible to hunt.
The Bone Collector Ladder Stand
offers shooters a generous 38-
1/2x28-1/2 inch locking platform
that deters theft. The seat, backrest,
armrests and shooting rest are cov-
ered in Realtree AP HD NS3 Micro-
Tech fabric which eliminates scent,
shine and sound. The Bone Collector
features all steel construction and is
tested to TMA standards. A full-body
safety harness with Suspension Relief
System (SRS) is included.

At 22 feet, the Sky Scraper offers
hunters the best possible view of
their surroundings. The Truss
Technology System makes the Sky
Scraper both safe and stable because
the patent-pending system replaces
the traditional stabilizer bar found
on other stands. Truss Technology is
a compression-lock system that
holds the ladder to the tree while

holding the sections
tightly together by
using downward
pressure on the
setup. A trap door
providing access to
the roomy platform
adds convenience
and safety while a

detachable seat frame eliminates
top-heavy weight for easy, safe
installation. The stand is tested to
TMA standards and is gray powder-
coated to provide corrosion resis-
tance. For additional safety, the Sky
Scraper includes a full-body safety
harness and a Suspension Relief
System.

Ameristep’s Buck Buster Ladder
Stand weighs only 88 pounds and
reaches 18 feet from the ground to
the shooting rail. The Buck Buster
includes adjustable arm rests, and a
hoist rope for hauling equipment up
the tree. It comes complete with a
camo package that includes six Edge

PHOTO LEFT: Big Dog’s Lancer
Extreme puts hunters 22 feet
above the ground with pinned
and sleeved ladder sections.
The support bar is adjustable
and a non-skid raised steel
mesh platform provides secure
footing. A padded flip-up
shooting rail and flip-up foot
rest are standard. This stand
is TMA approved and comes
with a fall arrest system.

PHOTO RIGHT: The Stadium
Deluxe XL has a 300 pound
weight capacity and comes
with a single fall arrest sys-
tem. Padded arm rests and a
padded shooting rail are
standard. It features dual rail
ladder construction and
weighs 117 pounds.
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The Z-Lounge by Ameristep features a
portable folding design that promises
quick set up and take down in the field. An
adjustable shooting rail with accessory
knobs, Ultra-Comfort Sling Seat and the
added stability of the new Truss Tech
System provides comfort as well as stabili-
ty. This light-
weight all
aluminum
stand
weighs only
50 pounds
yet has a
300 pound
load rating.
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ReLeaf strips for additional conceal-
ment. The Buck Buster is safe, goes
up fast, and fits virtually any tree.
The heavy-duty steel construction
supports up to 300 pounds on a
28x27 inch platform while the dou-
ble foot rest provides additional
comfort. A 15x12-1/2x18 inch sling
seat with a Team Realtree logo comes
standard as well. There are
adjustable armrests for bow or gun
hunting and pockets for stowing
gear. The three fit-together sections
are 5 feet in length and gray powder
coated to resist rust and glare. 

Weighing just 70 pounds, the
Kodiak is as solid and stable as they
come. It provides a generous 25x24
inch platform that allows maximum
comfort so hunters can remain on
watch all day if they wish. The all-
steel construction includes a flip-up
camo shooting rail and padded arm-

rests. The spacious high-back seat is
well padded and features advanced
NS3 fabric which has no scent, shine
or sound. A flip-up footrest adds to a
hunter’s comfort. The stand mea-
sures 15 feet to the platform and 16-
1/2 feet to the seat and has a load rat-
ing of 300 pounds. 

For those hunters looking to
share time in the woods with a son,
grandson or other hunting compan-
ion, Ameristep’s new Two Man
Ladder Stand may be just what
they’re looking for. The Two Man
offers a removable seat cushion with
Realtree AP camo, flip up shooting
rail and generous 40x13 inch shoot-
ing platform. The all steel construc-
tion will support a weight of 300
pounds and at 74 pounds it’s easy to
put up. 

Those hunters who look to hunt
the trail and not the tree will be inter-
ested in Ameristep’s Raptor Tri Pod
stand. The Raptor weighs only 42
pounds which means it  can be back-
packed into just about any hunting
area. This portable and packable all
aluminum stand offers hunters a
padded shooting rest, a padded swiv-
el seat with removable back and seat
cushions. Push button adjustable
legs level the stand on uneven
ground making it suitable for use on
any terrain. The NS3 fabric on the
seat and back cushions promises no
noise, no smell and no shine. This
stand has a 24x24 inch shooting plat-
form and is rated to 300 pounds. For
additional information on these or
other Ameristep products contact
the firm at: (810) 686-4035.

River’s Edge 
According to Scott Waldal at

Rivers Edge Treestands, the company
incorporated many innovations into
the 2010 product line. “Our products
are developed by hunters for hunters,
so we understand the importance of
functionality, quality and perfor-
mance. We’re always looking for
ways to improve our products,” said
Waldal. “The end result is a consis-
tently superior product, engineered
and manufactured to ensure hunters
have everything they need to bag
that trophy animal.” 

In 2010, the company intro-

Made from aircraft-grade aluminum, the
Ameristep Raptor provides solid support
and a rock stable shooting platform. The
push button adjustable legs readily adapt
to uneven ground making setup easy even
under demanding circumstances. Hunters
will appreciate the fact no tools are
required for assembly. The Raptor weighs
only 42 pounds and has a load limit of 300
pounds.
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duced the 17 Foot Spin Shot Ladder
Stand which features a comfortable
360-degree swivel seat mounted on a
unique, wrap-around platform
allowing hunters unrestricted view-
ing and shooting opportunities.
Another new offering is the
Universal Concealment Curtain, a
shooting rail/concealment combi-
nation that fits most hang-on and
one-man ladder stands. 

The 22 Foot Timber Shot
Extreme puts hunters well above the
nose of a deer which means they can
hunt anywhere they wish regardless
of which way the wind blows. This
stand features what River’s Edge calls
Radically Advanced Construction
(RAC) and provides extremely solid
support. A flip up fully padded seat
and backrest permits the use of the
full 23x17-1/2 inch platform allow-
ing a hunter to conceal himself
against the tree. Bowhunters will
appreciate the angled side rails that
give additional bow limb clearance
and the two camo gear shelves that
keep small items like calls and

binoculars handy and out of the way.
Dual ratchet straps with safety tie
offs keep the Timber Shot Extreme
locked to the tree while the wide, 20
inch ladder stance adds stability. 

Hunters who spend a lot of time
on public land will be interested in

the lightweight and portable Pack-
N-Stack. This compact stand is
designed to be carried deep into the
woods because it weighs only 33
pounds and sets up in minutes. The
38 inch ladder sections stack into a
convenient profile and come with
back straps for easy carrying. A sling
seat comes standard and the plat-
form measures 17-1/2x10 inches.
Despite its light weight, the Pack-N-
Stack supports a weight of 300
pounds. 

Game can approach from any
direction but hunters can be ready
for that eventuality and enjoy 360
degree viewing and shooting with
the new Spin Shot wrap-around
shooting platform. The thick padded
seat with backrest rotates 360
degrees for a full view around any
hunting area. The extra-large 46x40
inch platform design provides
enough room to move and maneu-
ver for any shot that presents itself.
The Spin Shot includes a camo-
padded shooting rail and camo cur-
tain for added concealment. The
curtain has a zippered door for easy
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PHOTO ABOVE: The new Spin Shot Ladder
Stand by River’s Edge provides hunters
complete access to game because the
Spinshot’s 360-degree swivel seat and
unique wrap-around, extra-large platform
gives hunters unrestricted viewing and
shooting opportunities. The new Edge 2
camouflage, which is ideally suited for use
in an elevated tree stand, is a perfect
accessory and allows the stand to blend
with its surroundings.

PHOTO RIGHT: The Timbershot Extreme
has many useful features such as gear
shelves on both sides for holding hunting
gear and a slope back top design for
added bow limb clearance. Made from
welded tubular steel and finished in a
Hunter Brown color, this River’s Edge stand
weighs only 64 pounds.
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entry or exit. The telescoping stabi-
lizer bar adjusts to the tree for added
stability and security while the
triple-ratchet strap tree-mounting
system with safety tie-off ropes
ensures the stand remains rock solid.
The Spin Shot features all welded
tubular steel construction and
comes in a Hunter Brown finish.

For those hunters who like shar-
ing a stand with a youngster or hunt-
ing with a companion, River’s Edge
offers them two choices: the Double
Buck Extreme and the Double Action
Extreme.  The 17 Foot Double Buck
Extreme features a large 40x26 inch
steel mesh platform and a flip up
seat with removable padded cushion
and backrest. The camo padded
shooting rail flips up for archery use.
The 15 Foot Double Action Extreme

offers shooters many of the same
features as the Double Buck Extreme
only with a slightly smaller 38x12
inch platform. Like the Double Buck,
the Double Action features a padded
flip up shooting rail and a removable
padded seat and seat back. Both
stands will support a 500 pound
weight limit. 

The Perimeter Pod is a stand-
alone hunting platform providing
hunters with a high vantage point
while giving them a full, unhindered
view which is great for hunting wide-
open or tree-less areas. The seat piv-
ots a full 360 degrees so nothing is
likely to slip by. A padded seat and
backrest ensures all day comfort
while the padded armrest flips down
for gun hunters, and swings com-
pletely out of the way for
bowhunters. The extra large 36x36
inch platform provides enough room
to maneuver for a shot. The padded
shooting rail pivots with the seat and
can flip up or lie flat. The Perimeter
Pod features cross braced beams and
ground pads to provide stability and
support up to 300 pounds. Hunters
will appreciate the included Blind
Kit that permits complete conceal-
ment. Contact River’s Edge at: (800)
450-3343 for additional information.

Family Traditions
Family Traditions pioneered

many innovative treestand designs
and was the first to offer double rail
ladder sections with drain holes to
prevent ice damage. Family
Traditions uses a special engineered
system in all their stands they call
Radius Flow Technology that pro-
vides extreme rigidity with low
weight and high strength. The seat
of each model is webbed by hand
from heavy duty nylon to ensure
comfortable seating. 

According to company
President, Jack Turner, the LD14 is
the company’s best selling tree-
stand. The seat of the stand is
approximately 12 feet off the ground
and measures 20 inches wide and 15
inches deep while the platform
measures 21-1/2x20 inches. It only
weighs 49 pounds but supports a
weight of 300 pounds. The galva-
nized steel is coated with a high heat

powder coating to ensure years of
service.

The large 42x42 inch platform of
the rock solid LD 360 ladder stand
features a swivel seat that will not
squeak when a hunter turns to sur-
vey his hunting area. The ultra rigid
double rail ladder means no hori-
zontal brace is needed when placing
the stand against the tree. Gun
hunters will like the padded rifle rest
while bowhunters will appreciate the
fact hunter eye level is 16 feet off the
ground. 

The TRI-18 is an extremely com-
fortable tripod stand that puts
hunters 14 feet in the air greatly
increasing their chances for spotting
deer. This stand features a premium
quality nylon webbed swivel seat
that measures 20x15x23 inches and a
standing platform that is 4 feet in
diameter. The galvanized steel stand
is coated with a durable heat powder
coating and has a weight limit of 400
pounds. Hunters will like the option-
al heavy gauge plastic Roof Dome
that allows them to stay outdoors all

The LD 14 by Family Traditions is the com-
pany’s best selling tree stand. It uses an
extra rigid double rail ladder construction
and no horizontal bracing bar is needed
against the tree. Family Traditions uses a
durable high-heat powder coating on top
of the galvanized steel to make sure their
stands hold up for years of use. A fall
restraint system is provided with each
stand.
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day regardless of the weather. 
Family Traditions says the Two

Man DBL-TRI tripod stand is the ulti-
mate tripod stand. As with the other
Family Traditions ladder and tripod
stands, the DBL-TRI features a pre-
mium quality nylon webbed swivel
seat for each hunter. The seats mea-
sure 20x15x23 inches while the
standing platform is 48 inches. At 190
pounds it’s not a lightweight by any
means but it supports a 600 pound
weight limit. A heavy gauge plastic
dome roof is optional. For additional
information on these or any other of
the company’s stands call them at:
(517) 543-3926.

Big Game
Big Game Treestands offers

hunters no fewer than 14 ladder
stand models and three different tri-
pod models. The two man Big Buddy
is just the thing to share with a young
hunter or other hunting partner.
Three single rail sections raise the

seat 15 feet off the ground while the
wide 39x13 inch bench style seat
ensures all day comfort. The seat
comes with two individual cushions
that measure 17x14 inches and it has
an attached backrest for added com-
fort. The cushions are easily remov-
able to prolong their life. A padded,
stationary shooting rail permits
steady aiming and adds security. The
Big Buddy attaches to the tree with
two, 1 inch ratchet straps and two, 1
inch stabilizer straps. It weighs only
65 pounds and has a 500 pound
weight limit. The support bar is
adjustable. 

Big Game’s Titan Ladder Stand is
loaded with features that should
appeal to both bow and gun hunters.
This stand provides all steel con-
struction and a comfortable 23x14
inch Flex-Core seat that flips up to
allow full use of the platform. The
Titan has three single rail sections
that measure 16 feet to the padded,
removable shooting rail and an
adjustable support bar. The platform
is 23 inches wide and 30 inches deep
to allow hunters to stand and shoot if
they wish. This stand weighs 79
pounds and supports a 300 pound
load. 

Hunters looking to have a bird’s
eye view of their hunting area will
appreciate the padded seat and
backrest on the Apex tripod stand.
This stand measures 13 feet to the
seat while the adjustable legs allow it
to be set up on the most uneven ter-
rain. The included anchoring stakes
guarantee a solid shooting platform
while the sling style seat swivels in a
complete circle to ensure game won’t
be able to sneak by. The seat mea-
sures 19x14 inches and comes with a
padded backrest. The seat cushions
are 2 inches thick and the armrests
are padded as well. The Apex weighs
115 pounds and supports a 300
pound weight.

Big Game made it easy to hunt
with a buddy by creating the Partner
Plus, a 16-1/2 foot ladder stand that
is as comfortable as it is sturdy. The
Partner Plus provides two hunters
with a secure and stable 45x36 inch
shooting platform and a 42x14 inch
bench seat. The two 18x8 inch back-
rests are covered in a 2 inch thick
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The DBL-TRI puts two hunters 12 feet off
the ground and promises all day comfort
with two premium quality nylon webbed
swivel seats. This Family Traditions stand
will support two of the largest hunters
with its 600 pound weight limit.
Accessories include an anchor securing
system, heavy gauge plastic dome roof
and 20 inch extended roof supports for
archery hunting in addition to a camou-
flage skirt for added concealment.

The Ultra-View by Big Game opens up a
full range of shooting options that some
other stands don’t provide. With the Ultra-
View, a hunter can even shoot around the
back of the tree. Three single ladder sec-
tions reach a height of 15 feet to the seat
while an adjustable support bar ensures a
solid hook up to trees 9 inches in diameter
or larger. A blind kit is available as an
optional accessory. The steel frame of the
blind kit bolts to the stand platform and
fastens using bungee cords and snaps.
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cushioned pad for added comfort.
The seat and back cushions are easi-
ly removed for longevity while the
bench and padded shooting rail flip
up to provide a large standing plat-
form. The sleeve fit ladder breaks
down into three double rail sections
for easy transport. The Partner Plus
has a weight rating of 500 pounds
and is designed to fit trees 9 inches or
larger in diameter. 

Hunters can cover all directions
when using the Ultra View ladder
stand because the large V-shaped
platform provides unlimited shoot-
ing opportunities even in back of the
tree. The huge shooting platform
measures 56x41 inches and has a
footrest for all day comfort. The
footrest tilts up silently to provide full
use of the platform. Three single rail
ladder sections reach a height of 15
feet to the seat. This stand is rated to
300 pounds and is tested to TMA
standards. A full body harness with a
suspension relief system is included. 

The aptly named Pursuit is a 12
foot tripod stand that weighs just 60
pounds and can be folded and car-

ried to just about any location. Hot
scrapes, runways, and thickets are
perfect places to set this stand. The
legs fold down for easy transport and
storage while the durable steel con-
struction combined with stakes pro-
vide a solid shooting platform. A
padded stationary shooting rail pro-
vides a stable shooting rest while the
22x13 inch seat with Flex-Core
Technology assures all day comfort.
The seat and rail rotate a full 360
degrees to give hunters a complete
view of their surroundings. For addi-
tional information contact Big Game
at: (800) 268-5077.

Ol’ Man
The Ol’ Timer Deluxe Ladder

Stand is easy to assemble and very
compact for transporting to any
hunting location. The Ol’ Timer
attaches to the tree with 1 inch
ratchet straps, and comes with a 2-
1/2 inch adjustment handle. This all
steel ladder stand also features a new
height of 20 feet vs. the previous 16
foot model. The five double rail lad-
der sections are bolted together with
Teflon locking nuts giving this stand
added stability while providing a
quieter, safer climb. The Ol’ Man
Deluxe comes loaded with standard
features including a patented
ComforTech net seat, folding plat-
form, padded armrests, gun rest, an
extended footrest, and a shooting
rail that swings out of the way for a
safe and easy entrance. It has a gen-
erous 20x18 inch shooting platform
and a comfortable 22x22 inch seat. 

The Big Buddy Deluxe Ladder
Stand is packed with features includ-
ing room for two and rock-solid sta-
bility. This stand is perfect for shar-
ing a hunt with a son or daughter or
with a favorite hunting partner. The
super thick seat and backrest cush-
ions are removable and provide all
day comfort while the padded shoot-
ing rail and footrest flip up for easy
and safe access to the stand. The Big
Buddy Deluxe also features double
railed ladder sections secured with
Teflon locking nuts for added stabili-
ty and security. This stand offers a
45x36 inch shooting platform and
weighs about 160 pounds. 

For those hunters who like hunt-

ing from the patented Ol’ Man
ComforTech seat, the new 15 Foot
BowLite Ladder Stand may be just
what they are looking for. It weighs
only 45 pounds and is packable so
that it can be carried to just about
any hunting location. This spacious,
comfortable and easy to install lad-
der stand is not only portable, it’s
durable as well. The ladder sections
simply slide together and are bolted
with Teflon locking nuts to ensure
stability and quietness during the
climb. The extended footrest swings
out of the way for easy entry. The
shooting platform measures 17-
1/2x24 inches and the all steel stand
has a working weight of 300 pounds. 

Ol’ Man makes two models of
tripod stands for hunting where
thick or tree-less cover is the norm.
The company took the expertise of
their climbing and fixed-position
treestands and designed a tripod
stand that lives up to the quality and
comfort hunters have come to
expect from Ol’ Man. The Ol’Timer
Tripod allows hunters to turn full cir-
cle while the large 40x40 inch steel
platform provides the safety and
room required to make the perfect
shot. It also comes standard with an
easily removed shooting rail that
allows comfortable aiming in any
direction. This stand weighs 94
pounds and has a 300 pound load
limit. 

Weighing only 60 pounds, the Pursuit by
Big Game gives hunters an easy to trans-
port tripod stand that can be set up in just
about any location. Scrapes, runways and
bedding areas are now huntable loca-
tions. The Pursuit features a strong,
durable all steel construction and comes
with stakes to provide additional stability.

Waterproof
and Extremely
Tear Resistant
NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
For Information Contact,

mlpress1@aol.com
www.mapleleafpress.com

Phone 616-846-8844
Fax 616-846-6408

1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417

NEW!
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Ol’ Man says its new Ol’ Timer 10
and 13 Foot Deluxe Tripod stands are
two of the most comfortable and safe
stands available. They offer hunters a
360 degree swivel seat that the com-
pany says is the quietest swivel seat on
the market today. The 13 Foot Ol’
Timer Deluxe comes standard with
shooting rail and a large 40x40 inch
steel platform that gives hunters the
safety and room they need to make
the perfect shot. The easily removed
gun rest permits comfortable and
steady aiming in any direction. The
three ladder sections measure 38
inches each and the complete stand

weighs 117 pounds. For complete
information on these or any Ol’ Man
products contact the company at:
(888) 656-2606.

Ambush Hunting Products
The 15 Foot Coyote Ladder Stand

by Ambush Hunting Products is an all
steel product with a 12x17 inch shoot-
ing platform and steel mesh seat. This
stand weighs only 48 pounds making
it ideal for those who hunt different
areas during the season. It supports a
weight of 300 pounds and comes with
a full body harness. 

The Buddy is perfect for those
wishing to share a
hunt with a compan-
ion. It boasts a large
13x40 inch steel mesh
platform and a com-
fortable 13x40 padded
seat which can be
removed. A flip up
shooting rail is stan-
dard.

The Whitetail
Ladder Stand puts
hunters 16 feet above
the ground and comes

with a removable dual foam suspend-
ed seat cushion. Padded arm and
footrests add to a hunter’s comfort
while its weight of 51 pounds allows
for easy transporting. The 12x17 inch
steel mesh platform gives hunters
plenty of room to maneuver for a shot. 

It’s not likely game will sneak by a
hunter when he’s sitting in the
Executioner because the seat of this
stand swivels a full 360 degrees allow-
ing for full observation of the hunting
area. A 20x29 perimeter foot rail sur-
rounds the stand while a padded flip-
up shooting rail provides steady aim-
ing. The Executioner weighs only 55
pounds and supports a weight of 300
pounds. 

The Trophy Tower comes in a 20
or 24 foot model and is perfect for
those hunters who want to be sure
they won’t be detected by a whitetail’s
nose. A large 21x28 inch platform pro-
vides plenty of room to get ready for a
shot while the 14x21 inch bungee flex
seat with attached backrest promise
all day comfort. 

Ambush Hunting Products offer
hunters a tripod stand choice in 12,
14, or 16 foot models. Regardless of

stand height, each model features
a 37x37 inch platform and a dual
foam padded seat with attached
backrest. A padded shooting rail
and armrest is standard. 

The Quadpod offers hunters a
43-1/2x43-1/2 inch steel mesh
shooting platform and a multi-
position padded bench seat with
backrest. The Quadpod weighs 130
pounds and supports a weight of
500 pounds. For more information
on these stands contact the com-
pany at: (309) 690-0000

Conclusion
Ladder stands embody the lat-

est trend in treestands and their
use by hunters continues to
increase. Ladder stands may not
be right for everyone but they are
great for people who are unable to
climb trees or for those who may
feel uncomfortable doing so. As
the average age of our hunting
population continues to increase,
more hunters are turning to ladder
stands because once in place, they
are easy to climb, safe and sturdy.

PHOTO LEFT:
The Ol’ Timer
Ladder Stand by
Ol’ Man is easy
to assemble,
very compact
and weighs
slightly over 91
pounds which
makes trans-
porting it easy.
In addition, it
comes complete
with ratchets
and straps, full
body safety har-
ness and an
instructional
DVD.

PHOTO RIGHT:
The aptly named
15 foot Bow Lite
Ladder Stand
from Ol Man
weighs slightly
more than 45
pounds making
it one of the
lighter and more
portable ladder
stands on the
market. It has
three 20x54 inch
ladder sections
and a 14x12 inch
shooting plat-
form which is
complimented
by a ComforTech
fishnet seating
system. A wide
base and stabi-
lizer bar makes
this stand
extremely sta-
ble.
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These stands usually incorporate a
larger seat and platform than climb-
ing or hang on stands and they are far
more comfortable with their padded
seats, seat backs, armrests and safety
rails. Some stands also accommodate
a skirt or blind to help make hunters
more inconspicuous while hunting.
Because of their stability and safety,
they are also suited to a two-person
set up, so a parent can share the hunt
with a child or other com-
panion. Many ladder stands are
equipped with a shooting rail which
provides an additional level of securi-
ty when a hunter stands or repositions
himself in the stand.

On the downside, ladder stands
are heavy with most having to be cart-
ed to the hunting area on an ATV or
four wheel drive vehicle. In addition,
many require more than one person

to put it in place and,
they are less likely to be
moved if the chosen
hunting location doesn’t
pay off. Despite their
drawbacks, ladder
stands have distinct
advantages and it’s obvi-
ous they are appealing
to a growing number of
hunters. It’s clear they
have established a
niche in the hunting
industry and as the
hunting population
grows older their popu-
larity is likely to contin-
ue to grow. 

The True Quiet Ladder System is not a
ladder stand but offers hunters features
such as a non-metal resin construction
and a high weight to load ratio. Each of
the six 36 inch sections is held together by
two cam buckles and pins. The ladder is
only 6 inches high when stacked and
weighs just 15 pounds. Despite its light
weight, this ladder system is rated for a
350 pound load capacity and comes with
a climbing belt for safety. For additional
information contact the company at (315)
335-5341.

The Whitetail Ladder Stand by Ambush
Hunting Products puts hunters 16 feet
above the ground and comes with a full
body fall arrest system and two camou-
flage saddle bags for storing lunch or
gear. It has a comfortable 3 inch foam sus-
pended seat that folds out of the way for
bowhunting. A single ratchet strap and
ladder support bar along with three stabi-
lizing straps, securely fasten it to a tree.

The Quadpod by Ambush Hunting
Products offers hunters room, comfort and
stability with a 12x43-1/2 inch bench seat
and large 43-1/2x43-1/2 inch steel mesh
shooting platform. This stand has a 38
inch shooting rail height and supports a
weight of 500 pounds.
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